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The fine structure of huge thermomagnetic flux jumps in V3Si single crystal was analyzed in detail. Structure
of avalanches consists of several hundreds of microavalanches. The magnitude of the flux of the microavalanches
and their duration were determined. The histograms of the distribution of microflux jumps magnitudes are plotted
(the number of microavalanches as a function of the outgoing flux size) for different temperatures. The role of
microstructure pinning centers was discussed on the assumption that microavalanches are jumps of flux bundles.
In such case, fine structure of the avalanche can characterize the parameters of the pinning centers (size, number
of pinned vortices, etc.).
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1. Introduction

It is known [1] that when a hard type II superconduc-
tor is placed in the external magnetic field, at certain
conditions, the thermomagnetic avalanches may occur,
which manifest themselves as giant jumps of magnetic
flux ∆Φav(t), t is time. They may occur in cases increas-
ing (screening mode) and decreasing (trapping mode) ex-
ternal magnetic field.

In previous work [2], using the data acquisition board
(DAQ) with the time resolution to within ≈ 10−7 s, we
reveal fine structure of giant flux jumps going out from
V3Si single crystal (flux trapping mode) as a result of
thermomagnetic avalanche during slow ramp of external
magnetic field. It was shown that avalanches consist of a
large number of very short (≈ 10 µs) microavalanches and
that each of the microavalanches has its own structure.
The originating of fine structure is connected with dis-
crete structure of pinning centers. Earlier [3–10] the role
of microstructure pinning centers in slow dynamic of flux
was discussed on the assumption that microavalanches
are jumps of flux bundles. Therefore, methodically, fine
structure of the avalanches may be a new additional fa-
cility for parameter of pinning centers (size, number of
pinned vortices, etc.) investigation.

In present paper the magnitude of the flux in the mi-
croavalanches ∆Φµav and its duration at different tem-
peratures were analyzed. The histograms of the distri-
bution of microavalanches magnitudes (the number of
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avalanches as a function of the size of the leaving flux)
are plotted. One of the physical mechanisms of mi-
crostructure pinning centers appearing in V3Si crystal
was considered.

The dynamics of the flux at thermomagnetic
avalanches in single crystal also was considered in the
framework of the model of magnetic and thermal diffu-
sion based on the approach developed in Refs. [1, 11, 12].
An analysis of this process for conventional superconduc-
tor V3Si was performed in locally adiabatic approxima-
tion, for which the thermal diffusivity, Dth, of the inves-
tigated sample is assumed to be significantly lower than
the magnetic diffusivity, Dm (Dth � Dm). Such condi-
tions usually occur in conventional superconductors [1].
The thermal diffusivity is determined by Dth = κ/C
where κ is the thermal conductivity and C is the spe-
cific heat. The magnetic diffusivity can be expressed
as Dm = ρfm/µ0, where ρfm is the electrical resistance
determined by the motion of the magnetic flux (for ex-
ample, flux creep, flux flow). The values of magnetic
diffusivity at the initial and at final stages of the thermo-
magnetic avalanches were estimated from experimental
data. These values of the magnetic diffusivity are lower
than that typical for the normal state of conventional
superconductor.

2. Experiment

All experiments were performed in 12 T superconduct-
ing magnet with variable temperature insert. A pick-up
coil (6 turns) was wound around the investigated sample
(see Fig. 1a, V3Si disc with diameter 8.5 mm and thick-
ness 0.85 mm, the critical temperature is Tc = 16.8 K).
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The resistance ratio R300 K/R20 K of our single crystal
was measured to be 12; specific resistance of the sam-
ple at the temperature of liquid nitrogen was ρ78 K =
20 µΩ cm). For impedance measurement (Fig. 1b) of the
sample HP bridge was used. We registered time depen-
dence of the coil voltage U(t) ∼ dΦ/dt during the follow-
ing flux jumps with the aid of DAQ (the time resolution
to within ≈ 10−7 s) in computer. The disk magnetization
M was obtained as the differential signal from the two
Hall probes. One of the probes was put on the surface of
the investigated sample in the center of the disc and regis-
tered the local magnetic field Bsurf (Fig. 1a). The second
probe measured the external magnetic field µ0Hext.

Fig. 1. (a) Sample geometry; Hall probe at the sur-
face of V3Si disc for local magnetic induction (Bsurf )
measurement; JSCR — screening current; pick up coil
show lower. (b) The superconducting transition in
impedance (inductance and resistance) of sample at fre-
quency 1 kHz.

The magnetic field was directed perpendicular to the
surface of the disk and parallel to the crystallographic
orientation of the crystal (111). A more detailed descrip-
tion of the experiment is presented in [2], the details of
crystals preparation and the magnetic properties of this
sample — see in [13].

3. Results

In Fig. 2 the magnetization hysteresis loop M(Hext)
recorded at a temperature of 4.2 K is shown. Jumps
of the magnetic flux, both in increasing field (screening
mode, first (Q1) and third (Q3) quadrant) and in de-
creasing field (trapping mode, second (Q2) and fourth
(Q4) quadrant) are represented on this loop. The in-
sets in Fig. 2 show the voltage signals for the avalanches
on the coil, calculated per one turn of the coil, in three
quadrants. One can see that microflux jumps appear as
a set of irregularly shape voltage impulses superimposed
on an induced smoothly varying voltage due to the flux
exit, but only for the flux trapping mode (quadrants Q2
and Q4). The magnitude of the flux ∆Φav in each of the
three quadrants (see inset frames in Fig. 2) is approxi-
mately of 20 µWb ≈ 1010Φ0.

Fig. 2. Main frame: hysteresis loop of magnetization
M(Hext); inset frames: time dependence of the voltage
(U) per one turn of the coil, registered during the flux
jump (∆Φav) in different quadrants Q1, Q2, and Q4;
Bjump is the field of flux jump; ∆tav is the duration of
flux avalanche; T = 4.2 K.

The absence of a fine structure in the first quadrant can
have the following explanation. When the magnetic flux
enters the sample in the screening mode, all avalanches
are generated at the sample boundary and, under the
pressure of an external magnetic field, individual vortices
penetrate into its volume, with subsequent redistribution
and fixation at the pinning centers. The magnetic flux
has a quantum character determined by the quantum of
the flux, which carries a single vortex, but it cannot be
fixed at the sensitivity level of the used equipment. Fur-
ther, the flux that has already entered the sample, even
moving discretely (bundles of vortices) through the pin-
ning centers inside the superconductor, is not registered
by the coil, since the amount of flux inside the sample
does not change. Therefore, the incoming avalanches do
not exhibit a microstructure.

When the flux goes out the sample, the picture
changes. The trapped flux is fixed at the pinning cen-
ters, which can have different sizes and different nature,
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and consequently the force of interaction with the vor-
tices will be different. These differences will lead to the
fact that the vortices will jump from the pinning centers
not simultaneously. This discreteness, in turn, leads to
microstructure of the outgoing avalanches. It should be
emphasized that a fine structure arises as a result of the
jumping of the vortex bundles from the pinning centers
located at the outgoing flux front line.

Fig. 3. (a) Main frame: fine structure of avalanche at
T = 4.2 K; inset: the magnitude of magnetic flux in mi-
croavalanches, depending on their serial number; (b) the
distribution of microavalanches by size. Inset: the ap-
proximation of distribution function by analytical ex-
pression shows in figure.

Details of the structure of the outgoing avalanche ob-
served in the fourth quadrant are shown in Fig. 3a, which
clearly shows that the main impulse corresponding to
macroavalanche is superimposed by small impulses in-
terpreted as microavalanches. Time integration of the
signal from the coil allows us to find the value of the
entering (exiting) flux as a result of the avalanche at
different temperatures. We suppose that individual mi-
croavalanches correspond to the exit of bundles of vor-
tices that jump from individual pinning centers. Thus,

calculating the area under the voltage pulse (per one turn
of coil) equal to the flux of the microavalanche ∆Φµav,
we can determine the number of vortices s trapped by
individual pinning centers (s = ∆Φµav/Φ0, here Φ0 =
h/2e = 2.067× 10−15 Wb — quantum of the flux). The
calculations performed show that each such bundle con-
tains about (104 ÷ 106) vortices. The duration of indi-
vidual microavalanches lies within range 5÷ 50 µs.

Fig. 4. The magnitude of magnetic flux in mi-
croavalanches, depending on their serial number at T =
5 K; inset: two solitary impulses of voltage in the fine
structure are presented here; (b) the distribution of
microavalanches by size. Inset: the approximation of
distribution function by analytical expression shows in
figure.

The inset in Fig. 3a shows the magnitudes of the mag-
netic flux in microavalanches which consistently leave
the sample at T = 4.2 K. An analogous distribution
at T = 5 K is shown in Fig. 4a. Here, in the inset,
the structure of pulses corresponding to individual mi-
croavalanches is shown. The area under the voltage pulse
is equal to the value of flux in the microavalanche ∆Φµav.
The oscillations at the final stage of the flux jump have
no physical meaning. They are due to the response of the
resonance system (coil inductance and system capacity)
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to the flux pulse. Comparison of the data in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 shows that as the temperature increases, both the
number of vortices in microavalanches and their number
decrease (almost threefold). This may be due to the
fact that as the temperature increases, thermal energy
(E ∼ kT ) increases, which in turn leads to a decrease
in the number of vortices bundle held by the pinning
centers.

In Figs. 3b and 4b, histograms of the distribution of
the number of microavalanches as a function of their sizes
are shown for 4.2 K and 5 K, respectively. The distribu-
tions have a characteristic form with a maximum near
a certain value. The insets in Figs. 3b and 4b show
the approximation of histograms by continuous curves.
The histograms of the distributions at both tempera-
tures are well approximated by the dependence with the
maximum: N(x) = xn exp(a − b(x + c)k), here N is
the number of avalanches of size s, x = s/smin is the
avalanche size reduced to the minimal avalanche size.
The values of the parameters of the N(x) dependence
are shown in the figures. The values of n and k for both
temperatures coincide, this may indicate that the nature
of the pinning centers does not change with a change
in temperature.

Based on the number of vortices in microavalanches,
one can roughly estimate the size of the crystal regions
in which they are pinned. If we assume that the dis-
tance between the vortices at the pinning center is the
same as in the triangular lattice, then the observed bun-
dle with 106 vortex should occupy an area of about
50 µm2. It should be noted that this is not the size of
the pinning center, since the vortices held by the pin-
ning center occupy a larger area than the size of the
center itself. It can be assumed that the capacity of
the pinning center (the property of retaining (pinning)
a certain number of vortices) is determined by its nature
and size. In this case, the distribution of the number
of microavalanches, as a function of the magnitude of
the flux in them, can give information both about the
distribution of the pinning centers in size (s) and about
their nature.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to answer definitely
the question of the nature of the pinning centers in our
sample. According to the value of the resistance ra-
tio (R300 K/R20 K ≈ 12) we have that the mean free
path is estimated to be as long as the Ginzburg–Landau
coherence length l ≈ ξG−L [14] that is, our sample is
in the middle between the limits of pure l � ξ and a
dirty superconductor l � ξ. The investigated crystal
is quite perfect from the crystallographic point of view,
which was confirmed by the X-ray studies. From in-
ductive measurements, the width of the superconduct-
ing transition is only 0.27 K (Fig. 1b), which indicates
that there are no significant amounts of ordinary de-
fects (impurities, vacancies, etc.) that are intrinsic pin-
ning centers. Assuming that there are intrinsic pinning
centers, the scale of the defects 〈dpc〉 should be of the
order of the coherence length ξG-L. The estimate of

the coherence length for V3Si crystal gives the value
(ξG-L)V 3Si = (Φ0/2πBc2)1/2 ≈ 37 Å. This value is much
smaller than the estimate of the size of the localiza-
tion region of the vortex bundles obtained from the fine
structure of the avalanche. At the same time, the struc-
ture of the transition line (Fig. 1b) indicates the presence
of two phases in the sample with very close critical tem-
peratures. It is difficult to say anything about the phases
themselves, but the interphase boundaries can serve as
flux pinning centers. Therefore, in the A-15 compounds,
grain boundaries are empirically found to be especially
strong pinning centers [15–18]. Another, larger scale of
pinning centers could occur in the presence of residues
of the cubic phase of the crystal after a structural phase
transition from the cubic phase to the tetragonal phase
at Tpt = 20.5 K [19]. At the same time, it is unlikely
that at a sufficiently low temperature (4.2 K) a sufficient
number of domains of the cubic phase will be found to
realize effective pinning.

We analyzed the dynamics of flux at avalanche in
the framework of the magnetic flux diffusion model.
The magnetic flux dynamics at the avalanche leads to
a voltage pulse on the pick-up coil. This voltage varies
according to law Ucoil(t) ∼ exp[(−Dmπ

2t)/(4d2)], here
Dm is diffusion coefficient, d is the characteristic size of
the flux penetration region. The process of increasing the
voltage to a maximum characterizes the actual develop-
ment of the avalanche. At the second stage, when the
flux front stopped, the incoming flux is redistributed in
the sample as a result of a decrease in the temperature
gradient.

At the top of Fig. 5 the signal from the coil is shown
at = 4.2 K and = 5 K. By building a voltage pulse on a
semilogarithmic scale, it is easy to estimate the diffusion
coefficient Dm = 4d2/π2τ0. In the process of avalanche
development, a certain amount of heat is locally released
in the sample and temperature gradients appear. Under
such conditions, the relaxation times will be determined
by the ratio of the coefficients of thermal and magnetic
diffusion. Under the experimental conditions, it can be
assumed that the relaxation time of the signal on the
coil is determined by the diffusion of the magnetic flux
(Dth � Dm) [1].

For the penetration depth of the avalanche flux front,
we can take, approximately, one-half the diameter of the
disc: d = 4.25 × 10−3 m. The basis for choosing such
a value of the penetration front depth is the size of the
area of the sample, from which an avalanche flux jumped
out. The area can be estimated as follows. For example,
for the jump observed in the second quadrant (inset in
Fig. 2), the area under the curve U(t) gives the measured
value of the outgoing magnetic flux ∆Φ = 19.8 µWb.
The magnitude of the induction of the magnetic field
in the sample before the avalanche, as measured by the
Hall sensor, is Bsurf = µ0M + Bjump = 0.59 T (hys-
teresis loop in Fig. 2). The ratio ∆Φ/Bsurf defines the
area occupied by the avalanche, which in this case is 60%
of the sample area.
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Fig. 5. Upper parts: voltages on the coils demonstrated the structure of avalanches at the magnetic flux entrance
(Jump 1) and exit (Jump 5) at T = 4.2 K and 5 K. Lower parts: logarithm of voltages for estimate of magnetic
diffusivity at the beginning (Dmi) and at the end (Dmf ) of the avalanche, τ0 is the duration of process, ρ is the
resistivity.

From the experimental data in Fig. 5 we determine
the time of magnetic flux diffusion at the initial part of
avalanche (the rise time of the signal τi0) and at the fi-
nal part of process (the decay time of the signal τf0):
τi0 ≈ 5.7 × 10−4 s, τf0 ≈ 3.7 × 10−3 s. Taking into ac-
count these values, for the corresponding diffusion coeffi-
cients we obtain: Dmi ≈ 1.28× 10−2 m2/s in the process
of avalanche development and Dmf ≈ 1.98 × 10−3 m2/s
at the stage of relaxation (Fig. 5). As can be seen from
these data at the final stage of the avalanche the diffusion
coefficient decreases by more than an order of magnitude.
This may be due to the fact that at the final stage the dy-
namics of the magnetic flux is largely determined by the
rate at which the temperature equilibrium of the sample
with the surrounding medium is established. The last
one is determined by the rate of thermal diffusion, which
occurs much more slowly than the magnetic one in lo-
cal adiabatic condition. The resistivity in the flux move
regime (ρ = µ0Dm) in the corresponding periods of de-
velopment of instability is about: ρi ≈ 1.68 × 10−8 Ωm
and ρf ≈ 2.49 × 10−9 Ωm at the initial and final stage,
respectively. This estimation allows us to conclude that
the sample does not turn into a normal state, i.e. the
heat generated is not sufficient to raise the temperature
above the critical point.

4. Conclusions

• Fine structure of thermomagnetic avalanches out-
going from V3Si single crystal consists of several
hundreds of microavalanches. The magnitude of
the flux of the microavalanches and its duration
were determined.

• The histograms of the sizes distribution of mi-
croavalanches have been plotted for 4.2 K and 5 K
and found to approximate the form N = xn exp(a−
b(x + c)k), here N is number of microavalanches
with size s, x = s/smin is avalanche size, reduced
to the minimal size. The values of n and k for both
temperatures are identical. This may indicate that
the nature of the pinning centers does not change
in this temperature range.

• The dynamic of the flux jumps has been analyzed
in the framework of the model of magnetic diffu-
sion. The magnetic diffusivity at the initial stage
Dmi ≈ 1.3 × 10−2 m2/s of the thermomagnetic
avalanche and at the final stage one decreases to
about 2 × 10−3 m2/s. This value of the magnetic
diffusivity is lower than that typical for the nor-
mal state. It means that maximal temperature of
the sample during the thermomagnetic avalanche is
lower than Tc.
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